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Abstract. Coal-fired power plants influence climate via both
the emission of long-lived carbon dioxide (CO2 ) and shortlived ozone and aerosol precursors. Using a climate model,
we perform the first study of the spatial and temporal pattern of radiative forcing specifically for coal plant emissions.
Without substantial pollution controls, we find that near-term
net global mean climate forcing is negative due to the wellknown aerosol masking of the effects of CO2 . Imposition
of pollution controls on sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides
leads to a rapid realization of the full positive forcing from
CO2 , however. Long-term global mean forcing from stable
(constant) emissions is positive regardless of pollution controls. Emissions from coal-fired power plants until ∼1970,
including roughly 1/3 of total anthropogenic CO2 emissions,
likely contributed little net global mean climate forcing during that period though they may have induce weak Northern
Hemisphere mid-latitude (NHml) cooling. After that time
many areas imposed pollution controls or switched to lowsulfur coal. Hence forcing due to emissions from 1970 to
2000 and CO2 emitted previously was strongly positive and
contributed to rapid global and especially NHml warming.
Most recently, new construction in China and India has increased rapidly with minimal application of pollution controls. Continuation of this trend would add negative nearterm global mean climate forcing but severely degrade air
quality. Conversely, following the Western and Japanese
pattern of imposing air quality pollution controls at a later
time could accelerate future warming rates, especially at
NHmls. More broadly, our results indicate that due to spatial
and temporal inhomogenaities in forcing, climate impacts of
multi-pollutant emissions can vary strongly from region to
region and can include substantial effects on maximum rateof-change, neither of which are captured by commonly used
global metrics. The method we introduce here to estimate
regional temperature responses may provide additional insight.
Correspondence to: D. Shindell
(dshindell@giss.nasa.gov)

1

Introduction

Coal combustion currently produces roughly 27% of the
world’s energy, second only to crude oil, and is the largest
single source of electricity (∼41%). Coal is also a major
industrial and residential fuel in some countries. At current
consumption rates, enough reserves are available to last more
than a century (Energy Information Administration, 2009;
hereafter EIA, 2009). Nearly half the known reserves are
in the US, China and India, countries with large projected increases in energy demand over coming decades. Coal-fired
power plants are also currently the least expensive power
source in cost to generators per kWh of electricity. Hence
there are enormous economic and socio-political incentives
to expanded construction of coal-fired power plants. However, emissions from coal-fired plants have substantial impacts on both air quality and climate change. Large amounts
of CO2 are emitted, which lead to warming of the Earth
and associated climate changes. Coal-fired power plants also
emit substantial amounts of sulfur dioxide (SO2 ), a precursor of fine particulate and acid rain, and of nitrogen oxides
(NOx , which is NO+NO2 ), gases influencing tropospheric
ozone and methane as well as particulate, in addition to producing other pollutants such as mercury and solid waste. Tropospheric ozone and particulate are both harmful to human
health, with ozone and sulfur-containing species also damaging to both managed and natural ecosystems, and both influence climate.
Tropospheric ozone, methane, sulfate and nitrate aerosols
all change in response to NOx and SO2 emissions, which
we term the “air quality pollutant” emissions. All these
constituents influence climate. Methane responds indirectly
to changes in its oxidation rate induced by NOx and SO2
emissions, and hence we include it along with the other
short-lived air quality pollutants though it is relatively longlived. The balance between the positive radiative forcing
(RF) (leading to warming) from CO2 and the sum of RF
from the various shorter-lived species will determine the net
RF due to emissions from coal-fired power plants. It is
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Table 1. Simple scenarios for emissions from power plants in China and India.

Scenarios over 2000–2080 (Short name)

CO2 emissions

Air quality pollutant emissions

Constant current emissions (Constant)
High growth, late air quality pollution controls
(HighG lateAQ)
High growth, early air quality pollution controls
(HighG earlyAQ)
High growth, no air quality pollution controls
(HighG noAQ)
High growth, gas (HighG gas)
Moderate growth, late air quality pollution controls
(ModG lateAQ)
Moderate growth, early air quality pollution controls
(ModG earlyAQ)
High growth until 2030, late air quality pollution
controls (HighG2030 lateAQ)
High growth until 2030, early air quality pollution
controls (HighG2030 earlyAQ)

1132 Tg CO2
+10%/yr to 2040, constant
thereafter
+10%/yr to 2040, constant
thereafter
+10%/yr to 2040, constant
thereafter
+6%/yr
+5%/yr to 2060, constant
thereafter
+5%/yr to 2060, constant
thereafter
+10%/yr to 2030, constant
thereafter
+10%/yr to 2030, constant
thereafter

7.3 Tg SO2 , 4.0 Tg NO2
+10%/yr to 2040, linear decrease to zero
2040–2060
None

well-known that aerosol forcing has masked a substantial
portion of the RF from CO2 during the past century at the
global scale (e.g. Wigley, 1991; Charlson et al., 1992; Taylor and Penner, 1994; Dufresne et al., 2005; Andreae et al.,
2005), and that it is important to consider both emissions
of CO2 and other species in assessing abatement strategies
(e.g. Shindell et al., 2009; Berntsen et al., 2006). However,
this general knowledge is not enough to allow us to understand the impact of emissions from a specific sector or activity.
Several recent studies have attempted to provide such
policy-relevant information by quantifying the RF due to
all emissions from particular economic sectors or activities
(e.g. Aunan et al., 2009; Fuglestvedt et al., 2008; Unger et
al., 2009; Unger et al., 2008; Koch et al., 2007). These
studies primarily calculated global mean forcing, however,
while owing to the vast difference in lifetime among these
pollutants (days to months for aerosols and ozone, roughly a
decade for methane, and centuries for CO2 ) the forcing will
be neither spatially nor temporally uniform. In an earlier
study, we did examine the regional forcing due to specific
emission sectors (Shindell et al., 2008a), but for broad sectors that include multiple activities (e.g. all types of power
generation). Emissions from coal-fired power plants, which
as noted yield large quantities of air quality pollutants, are
quite different from gas-fired plants, for example. The impact of this difference has been explored in detail (Hayhoe et
al., 2002), but again only for the global mean RF. Here we
build upon these previous studies by investigating both the
spatial and temporal dependence of the net climate forcing
from and the response to emissions from a single activity:
coal-fired power plants. We hope this example illustrates the
detailed information that is required to inform policy-makers
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 10, 3247–3260, 2010

+10%/yr to 2040, constant thereafter
None
+5%/yr to 2040, linear decrease to zero
2040–2060
None
+10%/yr to 2030, linear decrease to zero
2030–2050
None

of the full breadth of the complex impacts associated with
any individual activity which leads to emissions of multiple
pollutants.
2

Scenarios

We first examined the impact of a static number of coal plants
using current worldwide emissions and those from China and
India alone. We then looked at hypothetical future growth
focusing on China and India since they are projected to account for 80% of the growth in coal-fired power generation
over coming decades (EIA, 2009). Several simple illustrative
scenarios for 2000–2080 with different rates of growth in the
number of power plants, timing of air quality pollutant controls, and fuel use were explored (Table 1). Several simple
illustrative scenarios for 2000–2080 with different rates of
growth in the number of power plants, timing of air quality
pollutant controls, and fuel use were explored (Table 1). We
begin our scenarios at 2000 as this is the most recent year for
which we have complete emissions inventories. The yearon-year growth rate in GtC used in coal-fired plants in China
has been 10.1% during 2000–2006, with a growth rate of
16.4% per year from 2003–2006 (EIA, 2009). The long-term
growth rate has averaged 5.9% from 1981 to 2006. Hence we
examined high-growth scenarios (‘HighG’ cases), assuming
a 10%/year increase in coal power plant emissions in China
and India, and moderate growth using 5%/year (“ModG”
cases). While the global recession has caused a recent slowdown in power plant construction, and future growth rates
may well be lower, the Chinese government has said that
coal will remain its major energy source despite the impact
on global warming (The China Post, 2009). Hence investigation of the impact of growth rates analogous to those in
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/10/3247/2010/
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past years seems warranted. For comparison, growth in energy produced from coal between 2000 and 2050 in the SRES
scenarios ranged from −78% to +679% (Nakicenovic et al.,
2000). Our scenarios span +174% to +713% for this time
period, which overlaps fairly well with and covers a large
portion of the SRES range.
World coal reserves are estimated at 930 Gt coal (EIA,
2009). In the high-growth scenario, usage grows very rapidly
as time progresses due to the geometric increase when applying a constant percentage growth. We stop the increase in
power plant capacity when 1/4 of world reserves have been
used up solely by the additional usage in China and India
(i.e. 232 Gt used), which is in year 40 for a 10%/yr growth
rate. Maintaining constant usage after 2040 exhausts current
reserves at 2075 under that scenario. As the date at which
growth ceases has a strong effect on the total usage, we also
include a high-growth scenario where growth terminates at
2030 instead of 2040. Air quality pollution controls (removal
of SO2 and NOx ) are imposed either at the start of the scenario (“earlyAQ” cases) or at the end of the addition of coalfired power plants (2030 or 2040; “lateAQ” cases). In the
former cases, we assume full air quality pollutant controls
are put in place as new plants are constructed, so there are
no air quality pollutant emissions. In the latter, we assume
air quality pollutant controls are gradually retrofitted to the
plants constructed since 2000 over 20 years (2031–2050 or
2041–2060) during which time the SO2 and NOx emissions
both decrease linearly to zero. An additional high-growth
scenario never imposes pollution controls, even after all new
construction ceases in 2040. This provides another view of
the emissions of a constant number of power plants, as in the
first “constant current emissions” case, but this time including the effects of the CO2 emissions during the earlier years
when the number of plants was increasing (i.e. RF at a given
time in this scenario after 2040 is due to SO2 and NOx emissions at that time plus the effect of all CO2 emitted from 2000
to that time). In the moderate-growth scenarios, new plants
are added until 2060, but pollution controls are still imposed
at 2040 (Table 1).
Finally, we include a scenario for comparison in which
growth of 10% per year in year 2000 coal-fired power capacity is again assumed, but all additional capacity is generated through natural gas rather than coal. CO2 emissions are
15 kg C/GJ from gas-fired power plants, as compared with
25 kg C/GJ from coal-fired plants (Ramanathan and Feng,
2008), but virtually no SO2 or NOx is generated from gas
combustion. Hence the effect is a 40% drop in CO2 emissions relative to coal and a complete removal of air quality
pollution effects. Note that neither coal- nor gas-fired power
plants emit substantial quantities of carbonaceous aerosols
(black and organic carbon). In all scenarios, all emissions
other than these changes in power generation-related emissions are held fixed as we wish to examine the RF due to
these emissions alone.

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/10/3247/2010/
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Table 2. Year 2000 emissions from coal-fired power generation (Tg
or Mt).

CO2
SO2
NOx

China

India

US

771
5.4
2.7

361
1.9
1.3

2442 (2517)
12.0 (9.0)
5.6 (3.7)

Footnotes to Table 2: Emissions are in Tg CO2 , Tg SO2 and
Tg NO2 . Conversion from PJ coal used for power to emissions
based on 29.3 GJ per ton of coal. Emission factors are 16 g
SO2 /kg coal for China and 12 g/kg for India, 8 g NO2 /kg coal for
both, and 2278 g CO2 /kg coal for both based on mid-range values
(Streets et al., 2003). US data is also given for 2007 in parentheses (US data from EIA, 2009) (http://www.eia.doe.gov/cneaf/
electricity/epa/epates.html).

3

Experimental setup

We examined the radiative forcing relative to the year 2000
due to these hypothetical scenarios for emissions of CO2 ,
SO2 and NOx . We first performed full three-dimensional
chemistry-climate model calculations of the effect of increasing SO2 and NOx from China and India. In these calculations, aerosol and ozone precursor emissions from coalfired power plants were increased throughout China (20–
48 N, 100–125 E) and India (5–30 N, 65–90 E). Base case
emissions for all species and sectors are the 2000 inventory
of the International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis
(IIASA) which is based on the 1995 EDGAR3.2 inventory,
extrapolated to 2000 using national and sector economic development data (Dentener et al., 2005). For the power sector, the IIASA inventory provides the spatial distribution of
emissions. The magnitude of emissions specifically originating in coal-fired power generation is taken from a detailed
species- and sector-specific 2000 inventory for Asia (Streets
et al., 2003) (Table 2).
Calculations were performed using the compositionclimate model G-PUCCINI to calculate the atmospheric
composition response to the SO2 and NOx emissions changes
and their radiative forcing. This model incorporates gasphase (Shindell et al., 2006), sulfate (Koch et al., 2006) and
nitrate (Bauer et al., 2007) aerosol chemistry within the GISS
ModelE general circulation model (Schmidt et al., 2006).
The model used here has 23 vertical layers and 4 by 5 degree
horizontal resolution. Evaluations of the present-day composition in the model against observations are generally quite
reasonable (as documented in the references given above).
The model was initially integrated for 5 years to allow adjustment of ozone and aerosol concentrations to emissions. Annual average all-sky aerosol optical depths (AOD) during the
initial 5-yr period are 0.040 for sulfate and 0.020 for nitrate.
A recent comparison of multiple models (Schulz et al., 2006)
shows a mean sulfate AOD of 0.035 (range 0.015 to 0.055),
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 10, 3247–3260, 2010
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Fig. 1. Timeseries of global mean annual average radiative forcing
for the case of constant emissions from coal burning power plants.
Emissions are year 2000 emissions in China and India (upper panel)
and worldwide from coal-burning power plants (lower panel). In the
upper panel, values are shown for individual forcing agents as well
as for the total forcing, with all values relative to 2000 and including
only emissions from 2000 onward. Forcings are adjusted values at
the tropopause (in all figures).

so that our values are mid-range. Observational constraints
on the all-sky value are not readily available, as most of the
extant measurement techniques are reliable only in clear-sky
(cloud-free) conditions. Sampling clear-sky areas only, the
model’s global total AOD for all species is 0.14, while observations give global mean values of 0.135 (ground-based
AERONET) or 0.15 (satellite composites), though these have
substantial limitations in their coverage (Kinne et al., 2006).
The radiative forcing per unit burden change in this model
has been discussed and compared with other models previously (Shindell et al., 2008b; Schulz et al., 2006) (see discussion in Sect. 6). Following initialization, the composition
response to increasing emissions was simulated from 2000 to
2040.
The direct RF due to ozone and aerosols was calculated
internally within the climate model. Aerosol indirect effects
(AIE) are highly uncertain (Penner et al., 2006; Forster et
al., 2007) and hence not robustly characterized using a single model. To provide a rough idea of the magnitude of potential AIE, we include their effect using the conservative
estimate that they are equal to the direct effect from sulfate
aerosols. Calculations based on detailed modeling and obAtmos. Chem. Phys., 10, 3247–3260, 2010

servations suggest that the ratio of AIE to direct sulfate RF is
1.5 to 2.0 (Kvalevåg and Myhre, 2007), but we use a lower
value of 1.0 as AIE may saturate at the very large regional
sulfate loadings reached in our simulations, and recent analyses based on satellite data suggest that at least a portion of
the AIE may be fairly weak (Quaas et al., 2008). We include
an uncertainty of a factor of three in the AIE estimate (50%),
similar to the ranges given in recent assessments (Penner et
al., 2006; Forster et al., 2007) and large enough to reasonably
characterize the overall uncertainty in sulfate aerosol forcing. Uncertainties in greenhouse gas forcings are neglected
as these are very small in comparison with aerosol-related
forcing uncertaintes.
The response to CO2 emissions was calculated using impulse response functions derived from the Bern Carbon Cycle Model (Siegenthaler and Joos, 1992) based on the version
used in the IPCC TAR. Exponential fits to those functions
are used to calculate the CO2 concentration at a given year
resulting from all emissions in prior years. This approach is
expected to yield fairly similar results to a more sophisticated
carbon cycle model for the cases studied here, at least until
the latter part of the 21st century when CO2 level become
substantially larger in some scenarios and could induce additional feedbacks. We also perform an offline calculation of
the steady-state methane response to changes in modeled oxidants, as in prior work (Shindell et al., 2008a). As methane
is prescribed at present-day values in the chemistry model,
changes in modeled methane oxidation result solely from
changes in oxidizing agents, and fully capture spatial and
seasonal variations. We also include the feedback of methane
on its own lifetime (using δln(OH)=−0.32δln(CH4 ) as recommended in Prather et al., 2001). We include the slow response of ozone to the decadal timescale changes in methane,
the so-called primary mode ozone (Wild et al., 2001), based
on prior modeling (Shindell et al., 2005). Radiative forcing from CO2 and methane are calculated using the standard
IPCC TAR formulation (Ramaswamy et al., 2001). All values are adjusted forcing (allowing stratospheric temperatures
to respond) at the tropopause.

4

Radiative forcing results

We first examine the net radiative forcing from CO2 , sulfate,
ozone, methane and nitrate for the reference cases of constant emissions from power plants. These cases include only
emissions from the present and future, and do not account
for any prior emissions from these plants. They thus provide a reference for the effect of newly added plants, or for
the effect of those emissions that can still be affected by policy for existing plants. The influence of historical emissions
from current plants is discussed later (Sect. 5). Using current emissions from China and India that are largely without
pollution controls (Fig. 1; upper panel), we see that there is
an immediate negative overall forcing that slowly decreases
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/10/3247/2010/

with time and eventually turns into a positive forcing as CO2
accumulates in the atmosphere. In addition to CO2 , forcing
is dominated by the direct and indirect effects of increased
sulfate aerosol (due to the SO2 emissions), with a small addition from reduced methane (due to increased NOx and hence
ozone and OH). There are very small positive forcings from
increased ozone (due to the NOx emissions) and decreased
nitrate aerosol. The latter arises from a greater formation of
ammonium sulfate at the expense of ammonium nitrate (as
there is competition for the limited supply of ammonium).
The net result is that the short-term climate impact of coal
burning in power plants without pollution controls is opposite to the long-term impact, with the transition time (∼20–
40 years) highly dependent upon the magnitude of the AIE.
Note that the results were highly linear despite pollutant increases up to a factor of 40. However, photochemical regimes
(sunlight and cloud cover, temperature, removal rates, etc.)
and background concentrations do vary with geographic location, and can lead to differences as large as a factor of 2 in
the RF per unit SO2 emission change (Shindell et al., 2008a).
Thus our results are specific to emissions from Asia, though
typically regional differences are fairly small and well within
the uncertainty ranges given here. Hence these results can
also provide a fairly rough estimate for the instantaneous RF
of US (or European) emissions during the early 1970s, which
were comparable in magnitude to those from China and India
in 2000.
To put the future forcing from added power plants in context, we also show the total forcing from current worldwide
emissions from coal-burning power plants (Fig. 1; lower
panel). In this case, we have assumed that air quality pollutant emissions per Gt coal burnt in other OECD countries
are comparable to those in the US and in other non-OECD
countries they are comparable to those in India. Total coal
use was taken from EIA (2009). Results are similar to those
for China and India alone but with greater magnitude and
an earlier transfer time from negative to positive forcing due
to the presence of air quality pollutant emission controls in
many parts of the world. These results are not intended to
be a control scenario, but instead serve as references for constant current emissions to allow comparison of the effects of
new plants with those of existing plants and to see how forcing from a particular plant changes with time.
We next examine results from the hypothetical scenarios
for additional plants in China and India (Fig. 2). The highgrowth scenarios show that the timing at which pollutant
controls are imposed has an enormous effect on the net RF
over the next several decades. The HighG earlyAQ scenario
shows a net forcing of nearly 0.7 W/m2 at 2040, while the
HighG lateAQ scenario has a forcing in the range of −0.3 to
−1.0 W/m2 . Hence until they are controlled, the air quality
pollutants emitted by a steadily increasing number of power
plants exert an even more powerful, but opposite sign, global
mean forcing than the CO2 emissions. However, the timing
of pollution controls has no effect on the radiative forcing
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/10/3247/2010/
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2080

Year

Fig. 2. Timeseries of global mean annual average radiative forcing
relative to the year 2000 in the various indicated scenarios. Note that
the high growth scenarios are shown in red-orange-green colors and
the moderate growth in blues. Forcing is the sum of contributions
from carbon dioxide, sulfate, ozone, methane and nitrate. Dashed
lines are those scenarios with substantial aerosol forcing (late or no
pollution controls). The shaded region shows the uncertainty associated with aerosol forcing in the “High late” case as an example.
All the dashed lines would have comparable uncertainty ranges (the
others are omitted for visual clarity).

once those controls are fully in place, leading to identical
values past 2060 in the earlyAQ and lateAQ high-growth scenarios (there will be an effect on the integrated RF felt by the
Earth however, which will impact the trajectory of the surface temperature climate response even if not the final state,
as discussed in Sect. 5). The high-growth scenarios show a
continued increase in RF throughout the period studied despite constant emissions after 2040. The continued increase,
which is still fairly rapid at 2080 (0.25 W/m2 per decade) results from the long adjustment time of atmospheric CO2 to
emissions.
The high-growth scenarios in which growth ceases at 2030
instead of 2040 show substantially less forcing during the
latter part of the century. Forcing at 2080 is roughly half in
comparison with the scenarios in which growth persists until
2040. A large impact is not surprising given that adding 10%
per year coal-fired power generation capacity from 2030–
2039 increases annual average total coal usage by 260%.
The overall growth rate (high vs. moderate) has a greater
impact on the forcing in our various scenarios in the later
decades than the year at which growth ceases or even whether
air quality pollution controls are imposed at all. A more modest 5% per year growth rate all the way though 2060 leads to
60% less RF at 2080 than a 10% per year growth rate through
2040. Use of gas instead of coal also leads to decreased forcing, but not as dramatic a reduction as lowering the growth
rate by half.
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 10, 3247–3260, 2010
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Fig. 3. Annual average radiative forcing for the high growth, late
air quality pollution controls scenario in 2046, when the net global
mean forcing is zero. The forcing includes contributions from CO2 ,
methane, ozone, sulfate (direct plus estimated indirect), and nitrate, whose global mean values are 0.96, −0.04, 0.03, −0.99 and
0.05 W/m2 , respectively. Forcing calculations were done internally
in the GISS climate model other than the aerosol indirect effects
which were estimated based on the sulfate forcing as described in
the text, and the methane and CO2 forcings which were calculated
using the TAR formulation (Ramaswamy et al., 2001).

Though the global mean forcing provides a reasonably
good indication of the global mean temperatures response,
regional responses depend upon the geographic distribution
of forcing, and the forcing in the cases with substantial
pollution from aerosols and ozone is highly uneven spatially. An interesting example of this is the year 2046 in the
HighG lateAQ case, during which the global mean radiative
forcing is zero (Fig. 3). The forcing from air quality pollutants is the sum of several components with varying atmospheric residence times, as discussed previously. The net effect is dominated by sulfate, whose global mean negative RF
in this case is −0.99 W/m2 , approximately 12 times larger
than the sum of positive ozone and nitrate forcings (0.03 and
0.05 W/m2 , respectively). Though the global mean sulfate
forcing almost exactly offsets the positive 0.96 W/m2 forcing from CO2 , the various forcings do not cancel at local, regional, or even hemispheric scales. Sulfate, ozone and nitrate
forcings are greatest locally over the Asian source regions,
but the forcing spreads zonally (east-west) around the Northern Hemisphere given the days-to-weeks lifetime for ozone
and aerosols. In contrast, the indirect methane decreases are
globally fairly uniform owing to methane’s much longer residence time, and offset a small portion (∼4%) of the global
CO2 forcing. Net forcing at 2046 in the HighG lateAQ
scenario is positive (0.3–1 W/m2 ) over most of the tropics,
Southern Hemisphere and the Arctic. Closer to the source,
negative forcing of more than −10 W/m2 occurs over much
of China and India, with negative values of a few tenths of
a W/m2 extending across most of the Northern Hemisphere
mid-latitudes. Looking at the year of peak aerosol forcing
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 10, 3247–3260, 2010
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Fig. 4. Annual average radiative forcing in 2040 for the high
growth, late air quality pollution controls scenario as in Fig. 3, but
for the peak aerosol forcing year 2040 and showing zonal mean values for CO2 forcing only and for the total forcing. The global mean
forcing by species in W/m2 are: 0.68 for CO2 , −0.05 for methane,
0.04 for ozone, −1.46 for sulfate (direct plus indirect) and 0.08 for
nitrate.

in the same HighG lateAQ scenario, 2040, the zonal mean
forcing is strongly negative in the Northern Hemisphere subtropics and mid-latitudes, and positive elsewhere (Fig. 4). In
contrast, forcing is positive and fairly uniform in the case
with early pollution controls (for which the total forcing is
equivalent to the CO2 forcing shown in Fig. 4). We note
that zonal mean forcing is likely to be a reasonably good
indicator of the zonal mean climate response, which does
not closely follow the RF at regional scales but appears to
be strongly related for broad latitude bands (Taylor and Penner, 1994; Shindell et al., 2007; Shindell and Faluvegi, 2009;
Levy et al., 2008; Mitchell et al., 1995; Kloster et al., 2009)
with the exception of polar latitudes that are highly sensitive
to non-local forcing via perturbed heat transport (Shindell,
2007; Boer and Yu, 2003; Jones et al., 2007).

5

Climate response and historical context

We estimate the surface temperature response to the calculated radiative forcings following the methodology used
in calculation of global temperature potentials (Shine et al.,
2005), but extending this to regional temperatures using prior
results from transient simulations with the GISS climate
model (Shindell and Faluvegi, 2009; Hansen et al., 2007). In
essence, we obtain an approximation of global and regional
responses by multiplying the calculated RF by the global or
regional transient sensitivity which accounts for ocean inertia. While many simple global energy balance models exist, our calculations allow estimation of regional responses
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/10/3247/2010/
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including the influence of both local and remote forcings using the results of (Shindell and Faluvegi, 2009) and the spatial patterns of forcing calculated here (e.g. Fig. 3). In our
calculations, the surface temperature change in area a between time 0 and time t is given by:
t

0

0

dTa (t) = ∫ kSHext,a × FSHext (t ) + kTropics,a × FTropics (t )
0


+kNHml,a × FNHml (t 0 ) + kArctic,a × FArctic (t 0 ) /kGlobal,a
×f (t − t 0 )dt 0
where Farea is the radiative forcing in the particular area
(NHml is Northern Hemisphere mid-latitudes, SHext is
Southern Hemisphere extratropics), and the kx,y ’s are the response coefficients giving temperature response in the area y
to forcing in area x (Table 3). The first term in the integral
represents the RF weighted by regional sensitivities while the
second term, f (t), describes the climate system’s inertial response. The latter is defined as:
f (t)=0.541/8.4 exp(−t/8.4)+0.368/409.5 exp(−t/409.5)
where t is the time in years and the two exponentials represent the relatively rapid response of the land and upper ocean
and the slower response of the deep ocean as reported for
simulations with the Hadley Centre climate model (Boucher
et al., 2009), with absolute responses scaled by 0.857 to
match the transient climate sensitivity of the GISS model for
consistency with the other model results used here (and as
the sensitivity in the simulations used to derive the responses
was high even compared with standard Hadley Centre simulations). The sum of the first coefficients in each term,
0.541 and 0.369, gives the approximate equilibrium climate
sensitivity assumed here (0.91 C per W/m2 ; corresponding to
3.4 C for a doubling of CO2 ). We do not account for any regional differences in response times, as over the decadal and
longer timescales we are interested in we expect these to be
of minor importance. Calculations were performed for each
latitude band and for the global mean (the latter is, unsurprisingly, approximately equal to the area-weighted sum of
the regional changes). In each case, our median estimate of
aerosol direct + indirect forcing was included.
The resulting estimates of surface temperature change are
meant to be illustrative, as the transient response may be
different for forcing with alternate spatial and temporal behavior to the forcing used in the simulations from which we
took the sensitivities. Ensemble simulations of a full climate
model could examine the response in a more realistic manner, but are computationally expensive. These calculations,
though simplified, are nonetheless useful in providing a qualitative picture of the historical and potential future impacts
of coal-burning emissions on surface temperature. Note that
in the HighG earlyAQ case, for which forcing is from CO2
alone, our response is ∼2.1 C per trillion tons of cumulative carbon released, near the upper edge of the range of
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/10/3247/2010/
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Table 3. Regional response coefficients (C per W/m2 local forcing).
Forcing region

SHext

Tropics

NHml

Arctic

Global

Response region
SHext
Tropics
NHml
Arctic

0.19
0.09
0.07
0.06

0.05
0.24
0.17
0.16

0.02
0.10
0.24
0.17

0.00
0.02
0.06
0.31

0.39
0.47
0.53
0.64

Regional responses per unit forcing are the mean of responses to
CO2 and sulfate taken from Fig. 1 of (Shindell and Faluvegi, 2009).

∼0.9–2.2 C per trillion tons carbon inferred from observations (Matthews et al., 2009).
The results show that the Northern Hemisphere midlatitude band responds more strongly to the projected RF
changes than the global mean owing to its greater climate
sensitivity (due to local cloud, water vapor and surface
albedo feedbacks), while the Southern Hemisphere extratropics respond more slowly (Fig. 5). The timing of pollution
controls has an enormous influence on the climate response
during the first seven decades, but only a modest influence
remains three decades after controls are imposed. Perhaps
most significant is that the rates of warming are dramatically
different in the cases with early or late pollution controls.
The maximum decadal NHml warming in the early pollution
controls case is 0.20 C/decade, whereas it is 0.49 C/decade in
the late pollution controls case. The tropics also experiences
considerably faster warming rates in the late pollution control
scenario than with early pollution controls (tropical warming
is very similar to the global mean values shown in Fig. 5).
This may have profound effects on biological systems which
face increasing difficulty in adapting to more rapid warming (Loarie et al., 2009). The Arctic response in the early
pollution control scenario is qualitatively similar to other regions, but rises to more than 1.5 C by 2100. In the late pollution controls case, Arctic temperature changes are less than
NHml or global mean changes during 2000 to 2050, as the
mid-latitude negative forcing is partially offset by local positive forcing (Fig. 4), but warming again becomes greater in
the Arctic than anywhere else past 2070.
A similar analysis can be done for the 20th century. We
first consider the historical emissions patterns. Total sulfur
emissions from coal burning increased markedly from the
late 19th century until World War I, remained fairly level
during the interwar years, and then again began a steady increase. These patterns largely followed usage, as there were
only minimal pollution control efforts prior to the 1970s.
Due to both pollution controls and a switch to low-sulfur
coal, the rate of increase in sulfur emissions from coal burning began to slow during the 1970s, peaking around 1990
and then decreasing so that 2000 emissions are comparable to 1970 levels (Smith et al., 2004, 2001). Global sulfur
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 10, 3247–3260, 2010
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Fig. 5. Illustrative estimates of surface temperature (C) response to
the radiative forcing using the regional temperature response calculation methodology described in the text. Response to emissions from additional coal-burning power plants in the scenarios
with high growth from 2000 to 2040 is shown in the upper panel.
Response to historical emissions from 1940 to 2000 and thereafter constant current emissions from worldwide coal-fired power
plants is shown in the lower panel. Estimates are global means, or
zonal means over the Northern Hemisphere mid-latitudes (NHml;
28–60 N), tropics (28S–28 N), Arctic (60–90 N) or Southern Hemisphere extratropics (SHext; 28–90 S). Dashed lines include air quality pollutants (late pollution control scenarios for the future; actual
emissions for the past) while solid lines are CO2 only early pollution control scenarios.

emissions from all sources follow a fairly similar pattern
(Lefohn et al., 1999). Hence globally, the period prior to
1970 was similar to our “lateAQ” cases, in which large increases in emissions of both CO2 and SO2 largely offset one
another, leading to weakly negative net global mean climate
forcing.
In contrast, the past ∼30 years have been consistent with
the “earlyAQ” scenarios in this study in the sense that CO2
emissions increased greatly while those of air quality pollutants remained roughly constant. The location of coal burnAtmos. Chem. Phys., 10, 3247–3260, 2010

ing is also important. Total production of coal in the US
followed a similar trend to global usage, increasing greatly
from the late 19th century through about 1915 and then leveling off, but production increased sharply again from 1960
onwards (Lefohn et al., 1999). As early usage was greatest in the US and Europe (Smith et al., 2004; Lefohn et
al., 1999), the period up to 1970 would have seen substantial negative NHml forcing, with positive forcing over most
of the Southern Hemisphere and the tropics (similar to that
shown in Fig. 4, but shifted slightly northward as in Shindell
et al., 2008a). Since the 1970s, RF is likely to have increased
more at Northern Hemisphere mid- to high-latitudes than at
lower latitudes owing to reductions in air quality pollutant
emissions in developed nations and increases in emissions in
developing countries.
To illustrate this, we performed surface temperature response calculations analogous to those done for the future
scenarios but using the spatial pattern of North American
and European power sector emissions (Shindell et al., 2008a)
and scaling the CO2 and sulfate forcings to the historical
emissions given above for the period 1940–2000. We evaluate the response to these forcings to gauge the effect of
the broad shift from pre-1970 coal-fired power plant emissions without pollution controls to post-1970 emissions with
pollution controls. We find that this shift likely contributed
to the accelerated global warming of recent decades relative to the mid-20th century, and to the initially slower but
subsequently more rapid rise in NHml temperatures relative to the global mean or Southern Hemisphere extratropics (Fig. 5). Though our values are only rough estimates,
we note that from 1970 to 2000 global mean temperatures
increased by ∼0.4 C (Hansen et al., 2001), while NHml temperatures rose about 0.8 C and the Southern Hemisphere
extratropics warmed ∼0.2 C (Shindell and Faluvegi, 2009).
Hence it seems plausible that emissions from coal burning
power plants could account for a substantial portion of the
post-1970 global and regional warming trends. An overall cooling influence of fossil fuel emissions on NHml during the mid-20th century was also seen in an earlier study
(Hunter et al., 1993), though that did not isolate the effects
of coal from other fuels and extended only through 1989.
A definitive attribution of historical trends is difficult, however, owing to uncertainties in aerosol forcing, the influence
of poorly-known emissions from other activities such as residential bio- or fossil-fuel burning, and the influence of internal variability. Note that again Arctic temperature responses
would lie between the global and NHml temperatures.
Thus despite increases in coal usage from only a few MtC
during the preindustrial to ∼1.3 GtC by 1970 (roughly onethird of total global carbon emissions; Marland et al., 2008),
the net impact of coal-burning emissions from power plants
(the primary use of coal in the latter half of the 20th century)
on surface temperature may have been weakly negative up to
that time. The CO2 emissions from that time will continue to
influence climate for centuries however, eventually leading
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/10/3247/2010/
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to a substantial warming. This can be seen in the strong
warming response during 2000 to 2040 that results from the
combined effect of historical emissions of CO2 and constant
year 2000 emissions (Fig. 5; lower panel). It’s clear that this
warming is driven by the response to pre-2000 emissions of
CO2 since the forcing from constant current emissions alone
is negative for the 2000–2020 period (Fig. 1).
The influence of coal-burning in the early 20th century
is more difficult to assess. The rapid increase in US coal
usage from ∼1900, when it was ∼200 Mt, to 1915, when
it reached ∼550 Mt (EIA, 2009), was accompanied by concomitant increases in sulfur emissions which likely masked
much of the warming from CO2 . However, coal usage at that
time primarily consisted of residential and industrial uses,
not electricity generation. These types of combustion are
typically much less complete, and hence emit large quantities of black carbon, a powerful positive short-lived radiative
forcing agent. Consistent with this, the abundance of black
carbon in ice cores from Greenland, downwind of the US,
peaks in the early 20th century (McConnell et al., 2007).
Hence even if the warming effect of CO2 was largely offset by increased sulfur emissions, the net effect of emissions
from the rapid increase in early 20th century coal burning
would likely have been a positive RF. This may have contributed to the observed global and regional warming during
roughly 1915–1930 (assuming a 1–2 decade lag in climate
response to forcing). From ∼1950 to 2000, usage of coal to
generate electricity increased from ∼20% of the total US usage to ∼90% (it was ∼54% in China in 2000, and ∼70% in
India). Hence current emissions from coal burning without
pollution controls are much more likely to have near-zero net
short-term forcing than those of the early 20th century.

6

Uncertainties and limitations

There are many sources of uncertainty in estimating the climate impact of future emissions, including the emission scenarios, the emissions themselves, the chemistry model and
the climate response calculations. Beginning with the scenarios, the socio-economic factors that govern future growth
rates cannot be reliably predicted and emissions projections
are based on many assumptions. While we investigated two
possible growth rates to explore sensitivity, actual trends will
vary from either of those idealized projections. Under the
high growth scenario, coal usage is 9.6 Gt coal in China and
India for power generation at 2030, while under the moderate
growth scenario it is 2.3 Gt coal. EIA projections have 3.8 Gt
coal usage by China at 2030 and 0.6 Gt coal by India for all
purposes (∼60–70% of current coal usage in China and India
is for power (Streets et al., 2003), so ∼2.6–3.1 Gt of the total), so our scenarios bracket those projections although our
moderate scenario is much closer. The EIA projected growth
rate for China decreases from 6% during 2005–2010 to less
than 3% after 2015, however. As noted previously, historiwww.atmos-chem-phys.net/10/3247/2010/
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cal growth rates have been substantially greater, so it is not
obvious which path will be closer to actual future emissions.
Our scenarios also assume that when air quality pollutant
controls are introduced, they are 100% effective. Though
this is clearly unrealistic, the impact of residual emissions
when controls are in place is likely to be quite small based
on current US emissions and trends. Current air quality pollutant emissions from US coal-fired power plants create an
annual average RF of less than 0.1 W/m2 despite CO2 emissions more than double those of China and India (Table 2).
More importantly, from 1998 to 2007, US emissions of SO2
and NOx decreased by ∼30% and 40%, respectively. This
occurred despite an overall growth in coal usage (resulting in
CO2 emissions increasing by ∼7%) and air quality pollutant
emissions in 1998 that were already quite reduced compared
with 1970s levels. Further decreases are expected, demonstrating that technology exists to remove the vast majority
of SO2 and NOx emissions, so that the RF from residual air
quality pollutant emissions if strict controls were put in place
would be very small.
Our scenarios were also limited in that they explored only
the impact of hypothetical additional emissions from China
and India. EIA projections of total coal usage for 2005 to
2030 show 80% of total growth in these two countries, with
the remainder divided nearly equally between the US and the
developing world (the latter mostly in other Asian countries).
It is not completely clear how much of this growth is due to
usage in power plants, however, and residential and industrial use of coal may have rather different effects as it also
leads to substantial emissions of carbon monoxide, black and
organic carbon. Nonetheless, we can roughly estimate the
contributions from other regions. The contribution of additional coal burning plants in Asia would add ∼10–15%
to the estimated contribution from China and India using
the EIA growth rates. The contribution of added US power
plants, which are projected to grow at 1.1%/yr (EIA, 2009)
and we assume generate exclusively CO2 emissions, would
be an additional RF of 0.08 W/m2 at 2030 and 0.19 W/m2 at
2080 from plants added between 2005 and 2030. Hence to
get an estimate of the global forcing from worldwide addition of coal-fired power plants, ∼20–40% would be added
to the total 2080 forcing from power plants in China and India, depending upon the scenario assumed for those countries (Fig. 2). An estimate of the total forcing from coalfired power plants should also include the forcing from existing power plants worldwide. This adds roughly another
0.4 W/m2 at 2080, though the value would be higher if pollution controls were improved on existing plants; with a maximum addition of ∼0.25 W/m2 if all current air quality pollutant emissions were eliminated (Fig. 1). However, the value
could also be lower if plants are taken out of commission,
but again, neither future application of pollutant controls nor
plant lifetimes cannot be reliably projected.
Another large source of uncertainty is our incomplete
knowledge of the emission factors for coal combustion and
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 10, 3247–3260, 2010
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from the substantial variation from location to location that
results from differences in coal burning techniques and in
the composition of the source coal, especially its sulfur content. The leads to a very large range in emission factors
for SO2 , which spans 4–113 g SO2 /kg coal for China and
8–16 g/kg for India (Streets et al., 2003). Values for NOx
are more consistent, with a range of 5–12 g NO2 /kg coal for
both countries, while the emission factors for CO2 are quite
well known, with a range of only 2243–2313 g/kg. We used
emission factors of 16 g/kg for China and 12 g/kg for India
for SO2 , and 8 g/kg NOx and 2278 g/kg CO2 for both countries, leading to the current emissions given in Table 2. For
comparison, another estimate gives 8.9 Mt for Chinese SO2
emissions from coal-burning power plants in 2000 (Yang and
Schreifels, 2003), and hence is somewhat larger than the
5.4 Mt value we used, highlighting the uncertainty in current
sulfur emissions. Future emission factors could be substantially different, depending, for example, on the availability
of low-sulfur coal as demand increases. This would clearly
affect the magnitude of air quality pollutant RF during the
period prior to full pollution controls taking effect.
Future technology may also be developed to limit carbon
dioxide emissions. Were carbon capture and sequestration
(CCS) technology to be eventually commercialized and deployed, additional CO2 emissions after CCS was installed
might be dramatically lower. However, emissions up through
the time of CCS installation would continue to drive a slow
increase in atmospheric CO2 , leading to a continued increase
in RF (albeit a much slower one than in our scenarios). Given
the time required to perfect and expand the technology, as
well as to deploy an enormous network of CO2 pipelines,
it seems extremely unlikely that CCS will be operating on
a majority of power plants during the next several decades.
We note also that even with CCS, emissions of CO2 are still
estimated at 255–442 g/kWh from extraction and transportation of coal and residual emissions versus 790–1020 g/kWh
without CCS (Jacobson, 2009). This highlights how consideration of the full life-cycle of coal use would become increasingly important as pollution controls at the power plants
themselves become more effective.
The models used in this study also have their limitations
and uncertainties. The atmospheric composition model was
run at 4×5 degree horizontal resolution, which may limit its
ability to accurately represent some aspects of atmospheric
chemistry and of the interaction between small-scale cloud
processes and gases or aerosols. Comparison of multiple
models provides an idea of the uncertainty associated with
differing physical representations of chemistry and coupling
to the hydrologic cycle. For example, both the sulfate burden per unit SO2 emission and the RF per Tg sulfate burden were ∼40–45% greater in the GFDL model than in the
GISS model in a recent study (Shindell et al., 2008b). Across
a wide range of models, the standard deviation of sulfate
aerosol RF per unit load was found to be 24% (Schulz et
al., 2006). These uncertainties are consistent with the large
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 10, 3247–3260, 2010

possible range for estimates of aerosol effects used here, as
discussed previously. Additionally, the model used here did
not include mixing of different aerosol types (so-called “internal” mixing). This can influence the optical properties of
sulfate in the presence of other types of particulate such as
black carbon.
Finally, the climate response calculation used here was of
course a highly simplified representation of the climate system. Future work using improved modeling tools would help
determine the importance of these various factors, though we
do not expect them to change the overall qualitative picture
presented here (given the large uncertain in aerosol forcing
included already). Future work could also explore aspects
of the climate response to emissions other than surface temperature, such as circulation or precipitation (e.g. Ming and
Ramaswamy, 2009; Wang et al., 2009).

7

Impacts and conclusions

Aside from their impact on climate and air pollution, coal
plants are the largest anthropogenic source of mercury emissions, with emissions from Chinese coal burning alone accounting for ∼5% of global discharge in 1995 (Zhang et
al., 2002). With usage of coal in China having increased by
∼75% between 1995 and 2006 (EIA, 2009), China’s mercury
emissions from coal burning may already be nearly 10% of
global emissions. In addition, coal burning generates more
than 125 million tons of waste (ash, sludge and slag) each
year in the US annually (Environmental Protection Agency,
1999; The New York Times, 2009), roughly the same amount
of waste as the municipal solid waste sent to landfills from
every city in the country. This coal combustion waste contains lead, mercury, and arsenic, and the EPA has identified
63 sites where heavy metals from coal waste ponds have contaminated ground water in the US (The New York Times,
2009). Coal mining itself generates additional emissions, including methane vented from mines and emissions from mechanical extraction and transportation of coal, and can lead to
environmental damage such as filling in streams with earth
from mountaintop removal. As discussed previously, there
are substantial adverse impacts on human health from the
fine particulate formed from coal burning emissions, with
estimated impact on more than 20 000 US lives each year
and substantially larger numbers in Asia where hazardous
trace elements such as arsenic or fluorine are emitted during residential coal burning (Finkelman et al., 1999). Ideally,
assessment of the environmental effects of coal-fired power
plants should include all these effects, especially when the
cost of electricity from these plants is compared with alternative sources of electricity generation.
We find that while the near-term effect of air quality pollutants is to mask warming by CO2 , leading to a net overall near-term cooling effect, this does not imply that warming will not eventually take place. Worldwide application
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/10/3247/2010/
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of pollution control technology in use in Western developed
countries and Japan along with continued CO2 emissions
would lead to strong positive forcing in the long term irrespective of whether the pollution controls are applied immediately or several decades from now. Continued emissions at
current (year 2000) pollutant and CO2 levels may have little near-term effect on climate, but the climate ‘debt’ from
CO2 forcing will continue to mount. Once pollution controls are put into place as society demands cleaner air it will
rapidly come due, leading to a “double warming” effect (Fuglestvedt et al., 2009) as simultaneous reductions in sulfate
and increases in CO2 combine to accelerate global warming.
The only way to avoid this would be not to impose pollution controls and to perpetually increase sulfur-dioxide emissions, which would lead to a staggering cost in human health
and is clearly unsustainable.
Our results also demonstrate that regional forcing and
resulting regional climate change may substantially depart
from the global mean when emissions include both shortand long-lived pollutants (as in other sectoral studies such as
Shindell et al., 2008a; Aunan et al., 2009). This reinforces
the fact that metrics which may be useful at the global scale,
such as global mean RF or global warming potential (GWP)
summed over the various emitted species, are inadequate to
describe regional changes. The case of zero net global mean
forcing at 2046 (Fig. 3) exemplifies this limitation as regional
responses are certainly non-zero (Fig. 5). Our results demonstrate that owing to the different lifetimes of climate forcing
agents, emissions from a particular activity can have greatly
differing impacts on areas near to and far from the emission
sources. As surface temperature responses are related to forcing location (Shindell and Faluvegi, 2009), this suggests that
regional forcing may be a more useful indicator of regional
climate response than global forcing in cases with substantial
forcing from air quality pollutants. The regional temperature
response calculations we introduce here (Sect. 5) could be
computed for a variety of emission scenarios were regional
forcings known, and would also allow computation of regional temperature potentials as metrics. These may provide
useful insight into regional impacts.
Design of metrics that capture rates of climate change
poses further challenges. We showed that the timing of pollution controls greatly influenced the maximum rate of warming that takes place. A standard metric such as GWP integrates RF from an emissions pulse over time, so if GWPs
from time-varying emissions were summed at a particular
point in time (e.g. 100-years in the future), they would show
an effect were air quality pollutants included in addition to
CO2 , but they would not clearly reveal the maximum warming rate during that time. A metric such as global temperature potential (GTP) (Shine et al., 2005) could also be used
to assess the impact of time-varying emissions by summing
their GTPs. For the latter part of our simulations, it would
show little difference between the early and late pollution
control scenarios as the 2080–2100 temperature changes are
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/10/3247/2010/
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quite similar (Fig. 5), and thus would also not reveal the
stark regional and temporal differences between the scenarios. Global metrics can be quite useful for estimating certain
quantities at specific times, and they would likely characterize the response to CO2 emissions quite well as this response
is much more spatially and temporally smooth (e.g. Figs. 4
and 5). However, the results presented here highlight how
a global metric used at a particular time horizon provides
only a rather limited view of some of the most important impacts when multiple-pollutant emission scenarios are considered. Hence policy decisions should ideally consider timedependent regional responses, though these are clearly much
more complex than using a global metric evaluated at a single
point in time.
The results demonstrate that decisions made for the sake
of air quality policy will have an enormous impact on climate forcing from coal-fired power plants over the next several decades (consistent with implications of other studies,
e.g. Dufresne et al., 2005; Shindell et al., 2008b; Hayhoe et
al., 2002; Levy et al., 2008; Kloster et al., 2008, 2009). For
comparison, the total forcing from all activities and emissions was estimated to range from 2.8 to 6.6 W/m2 at 2080
under the scenarios used in recent IPCC assessments (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2001). Hence
the ∼1.5–2 W/m2 forcing under the high growth scenarios
(Fig. 2 for Asia plus the US contribution discussed in the
text) indicates the potential of continued addition of coalburning power plants in China, India and the US to contribute a substantial fraction of the total projected climate
forcing. A relatively steady warming would result from the
gradual rise in RF under the early pollution control scenarios. In contrast, late application of pollution controls would
lead to coal-burning emissions from power plants contributing a moderate cooling globally and at Northern Hemisphere
mid-latitudes during the first half of the century in the various
scenarios. Such an effect could in fact already be contributing to the slower rates of warming during the 21st century
relative to the latter decades of the 20th, though this might
also result from internal variability (Easterling and Wehner,
2009). However, emissions under the late pollution controls
case would exert a strong warming influence in the latter
part of the century as the aerosol masking of CO2 RF is removed, leading to extremely rapid warming rates, especially
at Northern Hemisphere mid-latitudes. While the relatively
high growth rates assumed here may provide an upper estimate of the total magnitude of climate forcing, in January
2009 the Chinese government announced plans to increase
coal production 30% by 2015 to meet its energy needs (The
China Post, 2009), so substantial growth does seem likely.
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